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Simple markup language
Story text:  Writing the final language of the story is the most ex-
pressive, fun, and common activity, so all text is assumed to be 
story text unless it’s in a hashtag. 
Text between hashes is a command, of which there are 4 types:
Symbols (#story#): pick a ruleset for this symbol and expand
Modifiers (#capitalize.firstName#): expand this symbol, but 
then modify the text in some useful way (capitalize, pluralize). 
Push/pop: (#PUSHmainCharacter:#name# the #animal#):-
temporarily overwrite a symbol’s ruleset with a new command. 
This advanced feature allows us to, for example, generate a 
main character to use throughout the story, or write nested 
frame stories with different characters, like the1001 Nights.
Tracery stores data as a simple JSON object of symbol-ruleset 
pairs.  Using plaintext JSON means that users can always copy, 
paste, share, edit and re-upload grammars, even via email.

Formal Grammars: Tracery style!
Tracery is based on context-free formal grammars, but heavily modified
Formal grammar: a system of using replacement rules to recur-
sively expand symbols into more complicated structures.

Symbol: a string that can be expanded. We use familiar twit-
ter-hashtag syntax, so #greetings#, #myName#, and 
#1001NightsStory# are all valid symbol names.

Ruleset: a set of replacement rules for a symbol, like this:

So “#greetings#, #place#!” might produce “Hello, World!”, or 
“Nihao, Miami!”.  When the symbol is expanded, a rule is se-
lected randomly, but we prevent rules from getting reused to 
frequently, and allow the user to specify different distribution 
curves (for specifying common and less common rules)
  

Commands: each replacement rule has a plaintext form that we 
can parse, which allows the user to write story text, specify 
simple expansions, or trigger more complex actions like trans-
forming the text, or modifying symbols, all in the same line.

greetings -> “Hello”, “Nihao”, “Bonjour”
place -> “World”, “INT Workshop”, “Miami”

Goal
Tracery’s goal is to make generative storytelling available to 
novice users.  The syntax was designed to give the users power-
ful tools to guide the generation of their stories, while still au-
thoring natural language. 
Story grammars are a powerful entry point to introduce students 
(and others!) to the decomposition of stories into units, a funda-
mental skill in building narrative intelligences.  The combinatori-
al nature of grammars also creates surprising and revealing 
combinations, making them an effective tool for brainstorming.

“I heard that story grammars are dead and uncool.”*
Can grammars create narratives with strong causality and coherence?
Not well, so they have fallen into disfavor in the AI community.

Can grammars create personally meaningful, funny, insightful, or critical stories?
Emphatically yes! People have created many grammar-based 
text generators which are extremely popular on the internet.  We 
want to bring this authoring ability to the rest of the casual users. 

*Requiem for a theory: the ‘ story grammar’ story, Andersen 1990, and many more!

"The Doctor and his companion #companion# are #touring# #place#. She 
#reactToPlace# and #hasPlaceProblem#, before accidentally #gettingIntoTro-
uble#. The Doctor tries to save her, but in the process finds out #terribleS-
ecret#. They #actionBeat# and #actionBeat# and finally #actionBeat#. The 
Doctor saves the day just in time with #doctorSkill#. The mysterious '#mys-
teryThing#' is hinted at yet again."

Doctor Who grammar by Aaron Reed

  

Code-free interface
The interface is designed for novice users with no ex-
perience in scripting or programming.
Click to add new rules, modifiy or delete them,
Hover over words in the story to see how they were 
generated, or hover over symbols and rules to see 
where they are used.  View your story as plain text, or as 
nested, colored boxes to see the structure.  Reroll any 
symbol, or reroll a dozen traces of the same story.
The grammar also can be imported and exported to 
JSON at any time, for users who prefer the speed of 
their own text editor.

Preliminary results
An earlier version was tested by a class of interactive narrative 
grad students.  Even with the early interface, the students au-
thored grammars that they found entertaining and insightful.

“It was actually pretty fun. It took a little while to set up everything, but you can get some sur-
prising and pleasantly unexpected behaviour. The generator is clever, sometimes. [...] Also, 

I’m almost positive I’m going to using the tool for the next few months.”
“This was a beautiful brainstorming device,”

“In general, this project is hilarious and relatively simple to use.”

"#typing.capitalize# #furiously#, the time traveller #twitchedNer-
vously# as he made his last adjustments. '#alwaysTime.capital-
ize#' he muttered, before #throwingTheSwitch#. The machinery 
around him #flared# to life with a hiss, and he stepped gingerly 
back into the #steelPod#, letting the door close. 3,2,1...#actinic-
Flare# and then, silence.”

Time travel grammar by Jacob Garbe 

Simple syntax makes Tracery grammars easy to write, and easy to read

Future work
The newest interface will be tested by an interactive narrative 
class this summer, and then released.  We were also influenced 
by the success of Twine, another novice-focused story maker, 
and will follow its lead by releasing this as a set of JS tools for 
other systems to use, in addition to the standalone app.


